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Values and frames in active environments consume memory
Memory that is used for other values and frames can be recycled

Active environments:
• Environments for any function calls currently being evaluated
• Parent environments of functions named in active environments
(Demo)
Interactive Diagram
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def factors_fast(n):
sqrt_n = sqrt(n)
k, total = 1, 0
while k < sqrt_n:
if divides(k, n):
total += 2
k += 1
if k * k == n:
total += 1
return total

p

• Maximum statements executed: 5 + 4 n
• Maximum operations required per statement: some p
• We choose k2 = 5p and m = 25

Assumption: every statement, such
as addition-then-assignment using
the += operator, takes some fixed
number of operations to execute
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Slow: Test each k from 1 through n
Fast: Test each k from 1 to square root n
For every k, n/k is also a factor!
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(n)
p
⇥( n)
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Assumption:
integers occupy a
fixed amount of
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